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tool also optimizes to. 2 Â· 360 SketchUp Multi-platform, Customize and
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creating and managing 3D models in Designers and. SketchUp Pro 2014
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Multilingual [ChingLiu].dxf.to.dra.One of the more famous and most enduring
testaments to the never-ending evolution of music and radio comes from the

Italian radio conglomerate, the ORTF. Back in the 1950s, the ORTF was a
governing body of the music industry and, in the wake of the radio revolution,
they decided to create a model of a radio station for the future. In order to do

this, they created several fictitious radio stations, calling them ‘Pop Shows.’ The
idea was, the stations would resemble, as closely as possible, the various radio
services of the day. The Pop Shows were different from today’s contemporary
Pop Radio stations. They had their own format and some were quite eccentric.

Pop Show #27, also called Music Force 1, was hosted by an unnamed female DJ,
and her voice was dubbed with a western actor. The voice sounded like Cliff

Rossiter from the television show, ‘The Lone Ranger.’ It’s hard to imagine that
the ORTF paid for this imitation of a western (or a Cliff Rossiter impersonation!)

but apparently they did. Other Pop Shows also used crude language, used
‘Shock Rhetorics’ and spent a lot of time attempting to shock and scare

listeners. There was, of course, no such thing as sexy talk back then, but the
‘shock’ came in the dramatic use of fake screams, noises and pounding music.
These days, Radiogirl 104.7 could be considered a Pop Show! Both the ORTF

and Radiogirl are part c6a93da74d
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